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skype for business server 2015 deployment part 1 jeff - similar to past articles this series of basic deployment articles
will be used to capture a specific environment to also be used as the foundation for many skype for business sfb server
2015 specific deployment articles, how to install exchange server 2019 on windows server 2019 - the following article is
a step by step walk through for installing exchange server 2019 on windows server 2019 server core if you re looking for a
super fast and inexpensive lab server check out my home lab server builds as announced exchange 2019 can be installed
either on windows server 2019 with a gui or windows server 2019 core since server core lacks most gui aspects we need to
use, windows server 2012 r2 dhcp high availability fail - windows server 2012 r2 dhcp high availability fail over setup
guide part 2, what s new in windows server 2016 hyper v hyperv ws2016 - storage and cluster resiliency there are two
features in windows server technical preview 2 to handle transitory failures and be more resilient, install configure print
services in windows server 2016 - printing services are the essential part of a network in this guide we have covered how
to install configure print services in windows server 2016 fully, 2 free microsoft windows server 2012 antivirus solutions
- by default windows server 2012 comes without a security solution this is especially important if you use 2012 as a robust
workstation os for your studying needs so to protect your time consuming lab rat experiments you might feel left high and
dry though not everything is lost since there are 2 hacks you might wish, migrate sbs 2011 standard to windows server
2016 title - hi thank you for the great article it helped me with a sbs migration go smoothly one question now that i have
server 2016 standard running i need to install windows essentials experience role, possible to synchronize ntp on a linux
server to a windows - if on debian ubuntu sudo apt get install rdate then sudo rdate n pdc some people use ntpdate but it
seems to have trouble to sync with windows based server, danscourses cisco ccna routing switching packet - cisco
ccna routing switching packet tracer linux security photoshop flash windows server and web game programming, how to
create a nano server image tech thoughts - creating a nano server image unlike other versions of windows nano server
does not have install media to load onto a vm or physical host instead a base level nano wim nano packages and nano
scripts are used in conjunction with the new nanoserverimage cmdlet to create a nano server image vhd vhdx that can be
used to deploy to a vm or physical host, installing intel i211 i217v i218v and i219v drivers on - introduction this blog will
be all about installing intel i211 i217v i218v and i219v drivers on windows server 2016 with eufi boot i m running windows
server 2016 as my main os for lab testing hyper v with nested virtualization etc, step by step adding your second lync
standard edition - step by step adding your second lync standard edition server 2013 creating an associated backup pool
for resiliency part 4, exchange owa and multi factor authentication c7 solutions - multi factor authentication mfa that is
the need to have a username password and something else to pass authentication is possible with on premises servers
using a service from windows azure and the multi factor authentication server an on premises piece of software, office web
apps and skype for business integration jeff - this article addresses the deployment of a single office web apps 2013
server and subsequent integration with an existing skype for business sfb server 2015 environment the environment and
example steps outlined here are a continuation of a series of related articles covering the installation and configuration of a
standard edition topology of skype for business server 2015, exchange 2013 sp1 installation and upgrade - prerequisite
exchange 2003 should be removed from the active directory every active directory site should have a global catalog server
every active directory site should have one windows 2003 sp2 or higher domain controller with gc, installing an exchange
server 2013 database availability group - the first article in this series on exchange server 2013 database availability
groups provided an overview of exchange 2013 dag concepts in this article we ll go through the installation of a simple
exchange 2013 dag with two members the dag will have a mapi network as well as one replication network, how to build a
windows 2016 vmware template notes from - unfortunately i tried to create a template for 2016 yesterday and i could not
install server 2016 using efi bios setting and the above diskpart routine i normally do with server 2012r2, websphere
application server profiles - the manageprofiles command recommends initial port values when you do not explicitly set
port values you can use predefined port values instead the manageprofiles command recommends port values when the
options of defaultports startingport or portsfile are not specified to customize the port values in the portdef props file before
creating your profile perform the following steps, enterprise mobility security microsoft tech community - tony derricott
cloud app security and microsoft cloud app security mcas are one and the same one is just a shortened version of referring
to the same product, how to move wsus 3 0 to a new server practical 365 - hi paul i do have both of these settings
pointing to an alias dns record wsus mydomain com which was an alias for the old wsus server upon completing the

migration i changed this dns record to point to the new server, how to change the startup setting of services in vcenter this article will explain the detailed step by step procedure to change the startup setting of services in vcenter server
appliance, how to setup work folder using group policy - work folders is a great new server role feature with windows
server 2012 r2 that allows your end user to sync their files over multiple device at work and at home think of it as skydrive
hosted on windows server in your own server room rather than by a third party while there are a lot more, microsoft azure
dev tools for teaching faq - solutions products featured featured explore some of the most popular azure products virtual
machines provision windows and linux virtual machines in seconds windows virtual desktop deliver a virtual desktop
experience to any device at cloud scale azure sql database managed relational sql database as a service app service
quickly create powerful cloud apps for web and mobile, microsoft visual studio wikipedia - visual studio includes a
debugger that works both as a source level debugger and as a machine level debugger it works with both managed code as
well as native code and can be used for debugging applications written in any language supported by visual studio in
addition it can also attach to running processes monitor and debug those processes if source code for the running process
is, ibm websphere application server wikipedia - websphere application server was is a software product that performs
the role of a web application server more specifically it is a software framework and middleware that hosts java based web
applications it is the flagship product within ibm s websphere software suite it was initially created by donald f ferguson who
later became cto of software for dell, troubleshooting windows activation failures on azure vms - to be clear expected
behavior for azure vms regardless of windows version is that they will automatically activate and do not require a product
key be manually entered, step by step install oracle utilities customer care and - step by step install oracle utilities
customer care and billing v2 5 0 1 on oracle enterprise linux, manually download vmware tools iso image - this post is to
share the information about how to manually download vmware tools iso image for various operating systems based on
vmware vsphere versions including the latest version of vsphere such as vsphere 6 5 vmware tools varies for each and
every operating system, installing office 365 proplus click to run via group - thank you for this it works brilliant on fresh
machines but i get the following prompt on machine that run skype for business 2015 we need to remove some older apps,
day 1 intro to powershell dsc and configuring your first - pete zerger post author november 29 2014 at 7 35 pm cnenad
i appreciate the kind words thank you about localhost i wrote the powershell snippets so all could be run from the dsc pull
server, red hat certified system administrator rhcsa complete - 16 hours of video instruction overview red hat certified
system administrator rhcsa complete video course is an engaging self paced video training solution that provides learners
with over 16 hours of personal visual instruction from an expert trainer with over 20 years of practical linux teaching
experience, rs 232 serial device server serial over ip startech com - 1 port serial to ip ethernet device server rs232 din
rail mountable a cost effective way to connect configure and manage a remote rs 232 serial device over an ip network,
creating realistic test user accounts in active directory - when you need to simulate a real active directory with
thousands of users you quickly find that creating realistic test accounts is not trivial sure enough you can whip up a quick
powershell one liner that creates any number of accounts but what if you need real first and last names real, russia s
cyberwar on ukraine is a blueprint for what s to - one sunday morning in october 2015 more than a year before yasinsky
would look out of his kitchen window at a blacked out skyline he sat near that same window sipping tea and eating a bowl of
, deployment guide suse linux enterprise server 12 sp4 - installations of suse linux enterprise server are possible in
different ways it is impossible to cover all combinations of boot or installation server automated installations or deploying
images this manual should help with selecting the appropriate method of deployment for your installation
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